Sudoku

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with several given numbers. The object is to place the numbers 1 to 9 in the empty spaces so that each row, each column and each 3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level increases from Monday to Sunday.

Difficulty Level ★★★

3-17

CRYPTOQUOTE

PEV MSU OEFFUOM FEV KC
VKXL CXMXLU TU WK QKLOU
MSEW MSU SEDDHUOM FEV
KC VKXL DEOM. — HLHOS

MKEOM

Yesterday’s Cryptquote: THERE IS NO LANGUAGE LIKE THE IRISH FOR SOOTHING AND QUIETING. — JOHN MILLINGTON SYNGE